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Abstract: Countries with high inflation and stringent currency regulations frequently have
thriving black markets for dollars. Despite the prevalence of this phenomenon, little is
known about the political consequences of foreign-currency black markets. This paper
argues that the black market for dollars hurts the pocketbooks of many citizens, and
therefore reduces support for the government. Data from Argentina, where the black
market for dollars grew between 2011 and 2015, provides support for the argument.
Using aggregate time-series data, we estimate that a ten percentage-point increase in the
black market price of the dollar relative to the official price reduces Presidential approval
by 5 percentage-points in the long run. To test the pocketbook mechanism more directly,
we use individual-level data from a list experiment. We find that people that bought
dollars on the black market were 10 percentage points less likely to vote for the
incumbent party in the 2015 Presidential election. Individuals that bought dollars
illegally also expressed stronger opposition to the currency regulations that contributed to
the black market and were more knowledgeable about those regulations. These findings
suggest that the black market for dollars can have important political consequences.
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I. Introduction
In many economies, citizens have little faith in their national currency. Due to histories
of inflation, devaluation, and economic instability, many residents save and borrow using
foreign currencies, typically the US dollar (Levy Yeyati 2006). In response, some
governments impose draconian restrictions on their population’s ability to purchase
foreign currency to try to prevent the “dollarization” of their financial systems. While
these regulatory efforts may succeed, they often push their dollar-craving residents into
the black market. As Figure 1 shows, over the past decade (2007-2016) there have been
vibrant foreign-currency black markets in 38 different countries.1 In some of the world’s
most unstable economies, such as Venezuela and Zimbabwe, residents that are unable to
buy dollars through official channels pay premiums of over 10,000% for dollars on the
black market. The black market for dollars has also flourished in a number of major
emerging market economies, such as Brazil, Egypt, and Nigeria, and even in Iceland, one
of the original members of the OECD club of rich countries.
Though a widespread phenomenon, little is known about the political economy of
illicit currency markets. This paper aims to remedy this oversight by showing that the
black market for dollars has important political consequences. Black markets for dollars
are rooted in politics. Some governments welcome a black market for dollars because it
provides rents for political insiders (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003; Gulotty and Kronick
2017). In other cases, the black market for dollars is an unintended consequence of
currency policies that are aimed at boosting consumption among the urban poor (Bates
1981). While the black market for dollars benefits some groups, we argue that it also
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In earlier periods, foreign-currency black markets were even more widespread (Reinhart and Rogoff
2004).
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imposes large and visible costs on an even larger segment of the population in
economically unstable countries: middle-class households that save in dollars. When
currency controls make it impossible for savers to acquire dollars through official
channels, many turn to the black market to satisfy their demand for dollars. But it is far
more expensive to buy dollars on the black market than in the official market. The higher
price for dollars is equivalent to paying a tax on foreign-currency purchases, which hurts
savers’ pocketbooks, and reduces support for the incumbent government.
Figure 1: Countries with Foreign-Currency Black Markets, 2007-2016

Note: Figure displays the gap between the price of foreign-currency on the black market and the price of
foreign-currency at the official exchange rate, for all countries where the former price exceeded the latter at
some point in time between 2007 and 2016. More formally, this variable is defined as 100(PB – PO)/PO,
where PB and PO refer to the black-market and official exchange rates, respectively. For each country, the
maximum value of this variable is provided. Source: Authors’ calculations based on MRI Bankers’ Guide
to Foreign Currency (volumes 62 through 86).

To explore the pocketbook effects of black markets, this paper leverages
aggregate and individual-level data from Argentina. Using monthly time series data from
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2007 to 2015, we examine whether the price of dollars on the black market influenced
Presidential approval. We find that a ten percentage-point increase in the black-market
exchange rate premium reduced aggregate approval ratings by five percentage-points
over the long run. Next, we rely on a list experiment to study the pocketbook effects of
black market at the individual level. We estimate that 10 percent of Argentina’s votingage population purchased dollars in the black market, and that the most frequent
participants of the black market were urban middle class respondents with college
degrees. Most importantly, we find that participating in the black market reduced the
vote share of the president’s party: people that bought dollars in the black market were 10
percent more likely to vote against the incumbent party in the 2015 election.
This paper makes several contributions to the literatures on political behavior and
political economy. First, our article expands our understanding of the origins and
operation of illicit capital flows. The black market for dollars is not an unusual
aberration, but a common phenomenon that is systematically related to economic
interventionism in the developing world. Our survey data show that black markets are
not primarily the province of politically connected individuals or financial speculators.
On the contrary, middle class professionals are the most frequent participants in the
foreign-currency black market. While certain types of illicit capital flows, such as the use
of offshore financial institutions, are dominated by the ultra-wealthy (Alstadsaeter et al.
2017), our evidence reveals that this is not true of all types of illicit financial activities.
Our second contribution is to identify one overlooked economic outcome—the
black market exchange rate—that has a sizable impact on Presidential approval and
voting. This finding adds to a recent wave of research that finds that international
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economic flows, such as rising levels of international trade (Margalit 2011; Jensen et al.
2017) and remittances (Doyle 2015; Germano 2013), can become electorally
consequential.
Our findings also contribute new evidence to debates over why economic
conditions influence political evaluations. The dominant, “sociotropic,” theory of
economic voting argues that voters care about aggregate macroeconomic indicators when
evaluating government performance (Duch 2007; Duch and Stevenson 2008; Kinder and
Kiewiet 1979, 1981). By contrast, our theory and evidence adds to a growing body of
works suggesting that citizens also evaluate the economic performance of governments
through their pocketbooks, especially when the economic stakes are large and when the
government is clearly responsible for producing these pocketbook effects (Healy et al.
2017; Klasnja et al. 2016; Murillo and Visconti 2017; Richter 2006).

II. The Political-Economy of Foreign-Currency Black Markets
We contend that the existence of a black market for dollars is likely to reduce mass
support for the government, particularly among the subset of the population that buys
dollars on the black market. Our expectations build on theories of “pocketbook voting.”
In this view, voters are less likely to support the incumbent government when they
experience negative economic shocks (Fiorina 1981; Nannestad and Paldam 1997; Healy
et al. 2017; Klasnja et al. 2016; Murillo and Visconti 2017; Richter 2006). Pocketbook
voting is especially likely when two conditions are present: (i) voters can attribute
responsibility for changes in their pocketbooks to the government and (ii) the economic
stakes are large (Chong et al. 2001; Citrin and Green 1990; Gomez and Wilson 2001;
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Singer and Carlin 2013; Visconti 2017). As we explain in the remainder of this section,
the black market for dollars is an outcome that can be easily attributed to the executive
branch of the government and that has a substantial impact on voters’ pocketbooks.

Attributing Responsibility for Foreign-Currency Black Markets
One of the main functions of a currency is to serve as a “store of value”.
However, when inflation is high, a currency fails to retain its value into the future, and
many residents will prefer to hold their savings in foreign currency.2 This demand for
foreign currency will be satisfied in the official, or legal, foreign exchange market when
residents are permitted to use this market. But some governments impose restrictions on
residents’ ability to purchase foreign currency, often in response to growing demand for
foreign currency that, if left unregulated, would drain a nation’s foreign reserves and
devalue the (official) exchange rate. When inflation is high and capital controls prevent
residents from accessing foreign currency in official channels, the demand for foreign
currency will be pushed to the black market. This, in turn, produces a parallel illicit
market for dollars.
Figure 2 shows that countries where inflation is high and capital controls are
intense are substantially more likely to have foreign-currency black markets than other
countries. None of the 51 countries with low levels of inflation and capital controls
(bottom-left quadrant) had a foreign-currency black market in the time period covered
(2007-2016). Among the 74 countries with either high inflation or capital controls but
not both (top-left or bottom-right quadrants), 7 had black markets (9%). By contrast, 30
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As Calvo and Vegh (1992, 2) point out, “[c]urrency substitution is usually the ultimate consequence of
high inflation.”
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of the 77 countries (40%) in the upper-right quadrant, with high rates of inflation and
capital controls, had black markets. Appendix A reports multiple regression results
showing that the interaction between these two variables (inflation and capital controls)
explains a great deal of the variation in the existence of black markets as well as the black
market premiums, and that this interaction remains important when controlling for other
potential explanatory factors, such as the level of development, democracy, and political
violence. In short, government policies—specifically, policies that generate high
inflation combined with foreign exchange controls—determine whether a country has an
illicit market for foreign currency.
Figure 2: The Incidence of Foreign-Currency Black Markets Across Countries

Note: Figure shows that foreign-currency black markets occur most frequently in countries where inflation
is high and capital controls are intense. The horizontal axis is the average level of inflation (based on
World Development Indicators) between 2007 and 2016. The vertical axis is the average level of capital
controls (the inverse Chinn and Ito’s (2006) index of capital account openness) for 2007-2016. The
reference lines are the medians for each series. The O’s denote countries listed in Figure 1 as having a
black market for dollars between 2007 and 2016; X’s denote countries that did not have a black market for
dollars in this period.
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The close connection between economic policies and black-market outcomes
should clarify to voters that governments bear responsibility for this outcome. The
implications of foreign-exchange controls are especially clear because they directly serve
as an obstacle to the legal purchase of dollars. The very experience of buying dollars in
the black market makes the impact of government policies on voters’ economic wellbeing
more visible.3 The fact that foreign-exchange control policies are implemented by
executive agencies, such as the tax authorities and central bank, and do not typically go
through the legislative process, helps citizens attribute blame on the executive branch of
government as well. In sum, voters are likely to hold the executive responsible for the
black market for dollars.

The Distributive Implications of Foreign-Currency Black Markets
The black market for dollars has important distributional effects.4 Politically
connected individuals and firms that are able to purchase dollars at the discounted official
rate benefit from this arrangement. Not only are they able to acquire cheap foreign
currency but they can profit by re-selling those dollars at a higher price on the illicit
market (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003; Gulotty and Kronick 2017). There are other
groups, such as low-income consumers, that may benefit from the black market, albeit
only indirectly. Governments often implement restrictions on foreign-currency purchases
in order to prevent a devaluation of the official exchange rate. Propping up the official
exchange rate can reduce the price of tradable goods that are imported at the official rate,
3

In a similar fashion, Baker (2009) emphasizes how voters’ everyday experiences shape their political
attitudes.
4
For discussions on the distributional consequences of currency movements, which focus on formal
currency markets, see Frieden (2015), Steinberg (2015), and Walter (2013).
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thus benefiting consumers of tradable goods (Dornbusch and Edwards 1989; Frieden
1991).5
Buying dollars in the black market is costly for individuals who save in foreign
currency. Dollars are typically much more expensive in the illicit market than in the
official one (see, e.g., Figure 1). The gap between the price of dollars on the black
market and the price of dollars on the official market, known as the black market
premium, is akin to the tax rate that people pay because they lack access to the cheaper,
official, rate.6 The costs of the black market are not only financial. Since buying dollars
in the black market is illegal, it increases the risk that an individual will face legal
trouble. Due to these negative effects associated with illicit currency purchases,
individuals that buy dollars on the black market are likely to hold unfavorable views of
governments that are responsible for the emergence of foreign-currency black markets.
Some segments of the population are more exposed to the costs of illicit currency
markets than others. In the types of developing countries where foreign-currency black
markets tend to arise, many lower-income citizens do not have any savings and do not
participate in the formal financial system in other ways (Demirguc-Kunt et al. 2015).
Since the poor have few financial assets, they have less of an interest in what currency
they hold their savings. The very wealthiest members of society are also likely to be
relatively insulated from the effects of black markets: not only are they better situated to
5

For consumers to benefit, importers must pass on the lower prices to consumers. However, in their study
of Venezuela’s dual exchange rate system, Gulotty and Kronick (2017) find that Venezuelan firms that
imported goods at the official exchange rate tended to not pass on their cost-savings to their consumers in
the form of lower prices.
6
In the absence of the foreign-exchange controls that generate a black market for dollars, it is possible that
the official price for the dollar would be higher as well. If true, this means that the official price of the
dollar under exchange controls is not the appropriate comparison price to consider. However, few
individuals will consider this complex counterfactual scenario. Instead, most people buying dollars on the
black market will view the official price as the benchmark because they know that some individuals and
companies can acquire dollars at that price.
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have access to the formal currency market, they are also more likely to have diversified
investment portfolios that include a wider array of assets (such as equities) and to have
some wealth abroad already (Alstadsaeter et al. 2017; Zucman 2014). Hence, the wealthy
have less need to buy dollars from illicit street vendors to protect the value of their
savings.
It is the individuals that fall in between these extremes that are likely to suffer
most from the effects of a black market exchange rate. Foreign-currency black markets
are most relevant for middle class households that have some savings but do not have
sufficient wealth or connections to gain access to offshore financial markets. These
middle classes are most likely to feel the need to use the black market for dollars to
protect their savings. As a result, during bouts of high inflation, it is the pocketbooks of
the middle classes that are most dependent on the ability to save in foreign currency.7

Hypotheses
The effects of black markets on voters’ pocketbooks are likely to shape mass
attitudes and electoral behavior. Our first hypothesis focuses on how the black market for
dollars impacts aggregate levels of support for the government. Since black-market
exchange rates are beneficial for a small number of elites but are detrimental to a larger
share of the population, they are likely to reduce the government’s aggregate popularity
and survival prospects (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003).8 In addition to these pocketbook
7

Consistent with this view, evidence from the 2011 Latinobarómetro survey indicates that it is the middle
classes that have the strongest preference for saving in foreign currency in many Latin American countries,
including Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru, and Uruguay (see
Appendix B).
8
In their empirical analyses, Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003) find that autocracies and other countries with
small winning coalitions tend to have larger black-market premia, and that foreign-currency black markets,
in turn, increase leader survival in these countries. They hypothesize that black-market premia reduce
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considerations, the black market for dollars may also reduce support for the government
because it leads some voters to believe that national economic performance is poor.9
Regardless of the precise mechanism, we expect the price of dollars on the black market
to influence aggregate approval ratings. As noted earlier, buying dollars has a larger
negative impact on voters’ pocketbooks when the price of dollars on the black market is
high relative to the official price. People that use the black market are likely to blame the
government for having to pay this “tax” and their disapproval should intensify when the
tax rate increases. Likewise, some voters may interpret a wider divergence between
official and black-market prices as a signal that the government is unable to enforce the
law or manage the economy effectively. We therefore expect that higher black market
exchange rate premiums will reduce presidential approval.
While evidence for the first hypothesis would suggest that black markets are
politically consequential, it cannot determine whether it operates through peoples’
pocketbooks. To test the pocketbook mechanism more directly, we examine whether
individuals who are more directly impacted by the black market are less supportive of the
government than others. Our second hypothesis is that individuals who purchase foreign
currency in the black market are more likely to oppose governments that promote black
markets. This relationship should be particularly strong when there is a large gap
between the official and black-market prices because this means that there is a bigger
penalty associated with black-market purchases.

leader tenure in large-coalition systems (primarily democracies), but they find that the effect is small but in
the opposite direction—a surprising result that they attribute to the limitations of their cross-country panel
data (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003, 309).
9
This logic is consistent with “sociotropic” theories of economic voting (Duch 2007; Duch and Stevenson
2008; Kinder and Kiewiet 1979, 1981).
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While our main argument focuses on the relationship between black markets and
political attitudes, our theory also has implications about mass attitudes towards the main
policy decisions that are responsible for black markets that we test below. Our
pocketbook-voting logic implies that voters sanction politicians because they attribute the
black market and its associated costs to the government and its policy choices. If citizens
can easily link black markets to government actions, people should react not only to the
price premium on the black market, but also to the regulations that prevent people from
using the licit currency market. At the individual level, we expect that individuals who
purchase foreign currency in the black market will be more opposed to foreign exchange
regulations and more likely to know which government adopted foreign exchange
regulations. If, as noted before, large numbers of individuals suffer the political costs of
black markets, this opposition to foreign currency controls should manifest at the
aggregate level. This leads to our final hypothesis: an intensification of regulations on
licit currency transactions reduces presidential approval.

III. The Case of the “Blue Dollar” Market in Argentina
We explore the political economy of foreign-currency black markets through a case study
of Argentina. The black market for dollars emerged in late 2011 as a result of several
policy decisions adopted by the governments of Néstor Kirchner (President from May
2003 until December 2007) and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (President from
December 2007 until December 2015).10

10

For overviews of Argentine economic policy in this period, see Damill et al. (2015), Steinberg (2015,
154-158), and Wylde (2016).
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During the final years of Néstor Kirchner’s Presidency, the expansionary bias of
macroeconomic policy contributed to a rise in inflation, which, as shown in the top panel
of Figure 3, reached over 20% on an annualized basis in the second half of 2007.
Fernández de Kirchner continued, and in many ways accelerated, these policies, and high
inflation persisted as a result. The government also decided to keep the official exchange
rate relatively fixed against the US dollar. The combination of a stable (official)
exchange rate with high inflation resulted in an increase in the price of Argentine goods
relative to foreign goods (AKA an appreciation of the real exchange rate). The middle
portion of Figure 3 shows that the real exchange rate vis-à-vis the US dollar appreciated
46% over the 2006-2011 period. The declining competitiveness of the Argentine peso
increasingly took a toll on the country’s balance-of-payments: the $8 billion current
account surplus in 2009 turned into a $4 billion deficit in 2011.11 The overvaluation of
the peso and the worsening balance-of-payments position led many to believe that the
currency was likely to be devalued in the near future, generating flight out of the peso in
excess of $25 billion in 2011 (Gaggero et al. 2015). Argentina’s foreign exchange
reserves, which had been steadily increasing for nearly a decade, started to decline
sharply in the second half of 2011 (see lower panel of Figure 3).
Almost immediately after Fernández de Kirchner won re-election on October 23,
2011, the government imposed stringent regulations on the purchase of foreign currency
that came to be widely referred to as “cepo cambiario”, the “dollar clamp.” The first
measures, announced on October 28, 2011, required all individuals and businesses to
receive permission from the tax authorities in order to be able to purchase foreign
11

Figures are from Argentina’s statistical agency, INDEC. Available at:
http://www.indec.gob.ar/nivel4_default.asp?id_tema_1=3&id_tema_2=35&id_tema_3=45 (accessed July
21, 2017).
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currency. The October 2011 regulations also placed a cap on the amount of foreign
currency, set at 40% of an individual’s salary. These restrictions on foreign-currency
purchases were progressively tightened over the next few years: the quantity of dollars
that could be purchased legally was reduced on several occasions and the requirements
for purchasing dollars increased. The appendix provides a detailed time-line of the most
important policy changes that occurred between 2011 and 2015.
Figure 3: Macroeconomic Trends in Argentina, 2003-2015

Note: Top panel displays the monthly rate of inflation, at an annualized rate, using data from PriceStats
(Cavallo and Bertolotto 2016). Middle panel displays the inverse of the bilateral real exchange rate, vis-àvis the United States. Larger values indicate a more depreciated real exchange rate. This series was
constructed by the authors using exchange rate data from Global Financial Database, Argentine inflation
data from Cavallo and Bertolotto (2016), and US inflation data from the FRED database. The bottom panel
shows the stock of foreign currency reserves, in billions of US dollars, based on data from Inter-American
Development Bank’s Latin Macro Watch database.

The difficulties that Argentines faced in accessing dollars through the official
market after October 2011 drove many Argentines to purchase dollars in the illicit
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market. In an economy with high inflation, and in which the local currency served as a
poor store of value, keeping one’s savings in pesos was unattractive and costly. For
example, a saver that converted 1000 pesos into dollars at the start of the “cepo” period
(when the peso-dollar exchange rate was 4.27) could have repurchased 3058 pesos in
January 2016 (when the exchange rate was 13)—a more-than-200% capital gain. The
ability to purchase foreign currency had massive implications for ordinary Argentines’
pocketbooks, and it is no surprise then that many decided to buy dollars on the black
market.
Figure 4: The Official and Black Market Exchange Rate, Argentina 2004-2017

Note: Gray line presents the peso price for dollars at the official exchange rate. Blue line presents the peso
price for dollars at the informal exchange rate. Exchange rate data were obtained from
https://www.valordolarblue.com.ar/ and are based on data published in Ambito Financiero. Red vertical
lines indicate the start and end of the foreign currency controls. Vertical gray lines indicate months in
which additional restrictions on foreign currency controls were implemented.
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Unfortunately, it was much more expensive to purchase dollars on the black
market compared to doing so in the official market. Figure 4 shows that the price of
dollars on the black market increased relative to the official price shortly after October
2011. The black market price occasionally surged to twice the value of the official dollar
price. In addition, since purchasing dollars on the black market involved breaking the
law, it could potentially result in fines and jail time.12 Wylde (2016, 335-6) points out that
the “middle classes…[were] hit through difficulties in saving given the level of inflation
in the economy; especially when combined with the foreign exchange restrictions that
make it difficult to use the US dollar as a more inflation-proof store of value.”
The currency regulations, and the black market for dollars that flourished in their
wake, became salient concerns in Argentina. On a daily basis, the official and “blue
market” exchange rates (as the black market came to be known) were published side-byside in many of Argentina’s major newspapers. The media was not alone in their interest
in this subject; ordinary citizens also regularly sought out information about the black
market. Figure 5 illustrates this point using data on the volume of internet searches
related to the black market for dollars, comparing the frequency of such searches to the
volume of searches on two other salient economic issues: jobs and inflation.13
Unsurprisingly, more people searched the web for information about jobs than about
“dolar blue” in the average month over the 2011-2016 period. However, there were
several months when more Argentines sought out information about the foreign-currency
black market than about jobs. There were also far more web searches about “dolar blue”
12

Todo Noticias, 24 Sep. 2014, http://tn.com.ar/economia/hasta-ocho-anos-de-prision-por-comprar-dolarparalelo_533952 (Accessed Aug. 1, 2017).
13
Previous research shows that web-search data can provide a useful indicator of the public’s attentiveness
to particular issues, or issue-salience (Mellon 2014; Ripberger 2011). One caveat is that this data will
capture the salience of these issues for the subset of Argentina’s population that uses the Internet.
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than about inflation in this period. This data shows that many Argentines were aware of,
paid attention to, and sought out information about the black market for dollars.

Figure 5: Searching for the Blue Market: Monthly Web Search Frequency, 2011-2016

Note: Figure displays the frequency of Google searches for three terms: “dolar blue” (the widely used term
for the black market for dollars), “trabajo” (work or job), and “inflacion” (inflation). Data are from Google
Trends. The data are deflated so that the term that receives the highest search volume in a single month is
set to 100, and each figure refers to the number of searches, in percentage terms, relative to the most
searched term.

The controversy surrounding the currency controls and foreign-currency black
market became an important political issue in Argentina. Anti-government protests were
a frequent occurrence between 2012 and 2015, and the black market was one of the
ongoing complaints: “Many in the middle classes are angry at the highest inflation in a
decade…[and] currency controls that have created a black market in dollars.”14 This also
14

The Guardian, 9 Nov. 2012, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/nov/09/argentiana-protests-rallyfernandez-kirchner (accessed Aug. 1, 2017). See also Cronista Comercial, Sep 12, 2012,
http://www.cronista.com/economiapolitica/Miles-de-personas-protestaron-en-Plaza-de-Mayo-y-varios-
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became a prominent issue during the 2015 Presidential election to succeed Fernández de
Kirchner (who was prohibited from running again due to term limits). Sensing the
breadth of opposition to Kirchner’s currency policies, the main opposition candidate,
Mauricio Macri of the center-right Let’s Change (Cambiemos) coalition, campaigned on
a promise to eliminate the foreign exchange controls on his first day in office.15 By
contrast, Daniel Scioli, the Presidential candidate for the Front for Victory (Frente para
la Victoria), the Kirchnerista faction of the Peronist Party, stressed the need to retain
capital controls, calling Macri’s proposal to quickly remove the controls “very
irresponsible.”16
Macri narrowly won the election, and became President on December 10, 2015.
On December 17, he terminated the exchange controls. As shown in Figure 4, the gap
between the official and black market exchange rates converged immediately. The 48%
difference between the two prices on December 16 shrank to a 3% gap on December
17.17 Macri has subsequently proclaimed that eliminating the currency controls was “the
most important reform he has done in government” because it is a “symbol of
freedom.”18 This is one issue about which many voters agree with the President: public
opinion surveys have found that large numbers of Argentines believe that liberalization of

puntos-del-pais-20120913-0133.html (accessed Jan. 31, 2017); La Nación, Apr. 3, 2013
http://www.lanacion.com.ar/1572356-cristina-viajara-a-venezuela-horas-antes-del-cacerolazo-del-18-a
(accessed Jan. 31, 2017); La Nación, Nov 9, 2014 http://www.lanacion.com.ar/1742470-convocan-por-lasredes-a-una-protesta (accessed Jan. 31, 2017).
15
Clarín, 17 April 2015. http://www.ieco.clarin.com/economia/dolar-sergio_massa-daniel_sciolimauricio_macri-devaluacion-reservas_0_1341465884.html (Accessed Jul. 25, 2017).
16
La Nacíon, 9 April 2015. http://www.lanacion.com.ar/1783052-salir-del-cepo-cambiario-los-planes-demacri-scioli-y-massa (Accessed Jul. 25, 2017).
17
Individuals’ motivation for purchasing dollars on the informal market after December 17, when
conversion became effectively unrestricted, was likely quite different from the prior period. The informal
market persisted primarily because some buyers find it more convenient to purchase from conveniently
located vendors on the street.
18
Télam, 23 February 2017. http://www.telam.com.ar/notas/201702/180628-macri-espana-vargasllosa.html (Accessed Jul. 25, 2017).
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the currency market has been Macri’s most important accomplishment in office (Centro
de Opinión Pública Universidad de Belgrano 2016).
In sum, the foreign-currency black market was an important economic and
political issue in the eyes of many Argentines. Thus, there are strong grounds to expect
that the black market for dollars was politically consequential in this case. The next
section examines whether the “blue dollar” affected the government’s popularity.

IV. The Aggregate Effects of Black Markets: Evidence from Time-Series Data
Data and Methods
In this section, we examine whether shifts over time in the foreign-currency black market
influenced evaluations of the President. Our time-series dataset is composed of monthly
observations from December 2007 to November 2015, which covers the Presidency of
Cristina Fernández de Kirchner. We focus on monthly observations because this is the
highest-frequency data available on many of our variables of interest (e.g. Presidential
approval). The analyses are restricted to this period to exploit variation in black market
regulations and dollar prices within one Presidency and thus avoid problems of
unobserved heterogeneity that might arise by comparing approval across multiple
incumbents.
The popularity of the government is our main outcome of interest. In the timeseries analysis, we measure this concept using data on Presidential approval ratings. The
Executive Approval Project (EAP) is our source for Presidential approval data (Carlin et
al. 2016). One major advantage of the EAP measure of approval is that it is based on a
large number of different polls of Presidential approval, thus reducing potential
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measurement error.19 The analyses below focus on the simplest and most widely used
measure of approval: the percent of the population that approves of the President.20 The
EAP contains alternative measures of approval, such as net approval (defined as the
percent of approvers minus the percent of disapprovers), which are strongly correlated
with the simpler measure and generate very similar results.
Our main explanatory variable of interest is the price of dollars on the black
market. We operationalize this concept the black market exchange rate premium as the
difference, in percentage terms, between the black market price and the official price of
dollars.21 The black market premium is potentially important because individuals may
view the gap between the black-market and official prices as an indication of how much
their pocketbooks are being “taxed” by having to use the former market instead of the
latter one.22
Our argument also implies that restrictions on dollar purchases—the policy that
gives rise to the black market for dollars—influence Presidential evaluations. We expect
approval of the President should decline when the government ramps up currency
controls. To test this hypothesis, we constructed a binary measure of whether the
government intensified restrictions on dollar purchases in a given month. This measure is
19

Since the different polls are based on different question wordings and sampling strategies, EAP combines
the data using a dyadic-ratio algorithm. EAP also applies an exponential smoothing algorithm to the data
to reduce noise. More information on the construction of this measure is available in Carlin et al. (2015).
20
This is, for instance, the measure used in Carlin et al. (2015) and Arce’s (2003) studies of approval in
Latin America and in most research on Presidential approval in the United States (e.g. MacKuen et al.
1992).
21
This is the standard way to measure the black market exchange rate, and has been used in prominent
studies in economics (Reinhart and Rogoff 2004) and political science (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003). We
use the monthly average of each price, which is obtained from Global Financial Database. The black
market premium is calculated as 100*[(black market price – official price)/(official price)]. Using the black
market price for the dollar (logged), rather than the black market premium, produces similar results to those
presented below.
22
In Appendix C, we show that the main results are similar when using an alternative measure, the black
market real exchange rate (defined as the price of dollars on the black market, after adjusting for the
relative price of domestic and foreign goods).
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based on five separate timelines on the “cepo cambiario,” each of which was published
from a separate prominent Argentine news source.23 If more than one of these five
sources reported that currency controls were intensified in a particular month, we code it
as unity; all other months are coded as zero.24
The models we present below also include other covariates that have been found
to influence Presidential approval and are also potentially correlated with our main
variables of interest. To ensure that our black-market exchange rate variables are not
capturing the role of the official exchange rate, we include a measure of the real exchange
rate based on the official exchange rate.25 This variable measures the price of foreign
goods relative to the price of domestic goods at the official exchange rate, and is
constructed so that higher values indicate a more depreciated real exchange rate, meaning
that dollars and foreign goods are more expensive. We also include measures of GDP
growth and inflation rates to address the role of domestic economic conditions.26
We use general error correction models (ECMs) to evaluate the determinants of
Presidential approval. ECMs have become widely used to analyze time-series data in
political science because of the distinct advantages of this approach (see De Boef and
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The five sources are Ambito Financiero, Apertura, Cronista Comercial, Infobae, and La Nación. This list
includes the main financial newspapers in the country, but unfortunately it does not include two major
papers (Clarín and Página/12) because we were unable to find any timelines on this topic.
24
The results presented below do not hinge on this particular operationalization. The results are similar
when using any of the five sources on their own or when we sum up the total number of papers that
mention a reform. Excluding this variable from the models does not alter the sign or statistical significance
of the black-market exchange rate variables.
25
This is calculated as the official exchange rate multiplied by the US consumer price level, deflated by the
Argentine price level. Price levels were constructed from the FRED Database for the US and Cavallo and
Bertolotto (2016) for Argentina.
26
We focus on growth rather than unemployment because only the former is available at a monthly
frequency in Argentina. Data on GDP growth is from the Inter-American Development Bank’s Latin
Macro Watch Database. Inflation is from Cavallo and Bertolotto (2016). We do not include measures of
international commodity prices and US interest rates because these global economic variables are most
likely to influence Presidential evaluations through their impact on the other variables included in the
model (Campello and Zucco 2016). However, as we show in the appendix, adding these variables does not
impact our main findings.
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Keele 2008). One common challenge in modeling time-series data is that many variables
are non-stationary, which increases the risk of spurious results. Like many previous
studies working with data on Presidential approval, we cannot reject the null of a unit
root for Presidential approval in our dataset. One advantage of ECMs in this application
is that they are suitable when unit roots may be present (Owen and Quinn 2016, 107).
Another advantage of ECMs is that they permit testing for both short- and long-run
effects.
We estimate a general ECM, via ordinary least squares, of the following form:
∆𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑡 =    𝛼! + 𝛼! 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑡!! + 𝛽! ∆𝑋𝑡 +    𝛽! 𝑋𝑡!! +   𝜀𝑡 , where the Xt’s represent
the explanatory variables described above. While we follow the standard notation here,
∆𝑋𝑡 is measured as the previous month’s change in X, and 𝑋𝑡!! is measured with a twoperiod lag. We do so because Presidential approval is based on surveys that are often
fielded in the first half of the month whereas the predictor variables incorporate
information about currency markets and policies that cover the entire month, with many
of the relevant changes occurring later in the month. It is necessary to lag all right-hand
side variables by one month to ensure that they are actually temporally prior to the
outcome variable.27 In other words, despite the lag, ∆𝑋𝑡 and 𝑋𝑡!!   still, in effect, capture
the effect of contemporaneous changes and lagged levels of X, respectively.28
Some of the specifications presented below include a linear time trend. While
first-differencing the approval variable appears to render this a stationary series, some of
27

To illustrate, consider the example of January 2014. The black market premium spiked after January
22nd and the government imposed new restrictions on dollar purchases on January 27th. It is likely that
many of the January surveys of Presidential approval had already been finished, and thus the February
approval data is the first that could capture the effects of these changes.
28
Importantly, however, the results do not depend on this lag structure: our main variables of interest
remain statistically significant when using the first-differences and levels from the current month and
previous month, respectively. However, doing so reduces the overall fit of the model, as indicated by the
AIC and BIC statistics.
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the non-differenced explanatory variables exhibit strong temporal trends. The inclusion
of a linear time trend is useful to ensure that the estimated effects of our explanatory
variables are not capturing the effects of omitted trending factors. Models that include a
linear time trend effectively capture the effect of the detrended components of the
explanatory variables on approval rates.
Table 1: Time-Series Models of Presidential Approval
Approvalt-1
ΔBlack Market Premium
Black Market Premiumt-1
ΔCurrency Controls
Currency Controlst-1
ΔOfficial Real Exchange Rate
Official Real Exchange Rate t-1
ΔGDP Growth
GDP Growtht-1
ΔInflation
Inflationt-1

(1)
-0.22***
[0.058]
-0.01
[0.074]
-0.08***
[0.030]
-1.38
[1.692]
-4.54**
[1.904]
-0.04
[0.299]
-0.29***
[0.078]
-1.76
[9.099]
-1.47
[11.714]
-0.06
[0.271]
0.01
[0.087]
33.27***
[8.686]

(2)
-0.22***
[0.058]
-0.02
[0.075]
-0.11**
[0.040]
-1.25
[1.699]
-4.05**
[1.976]
-0.02
[0.300]
-0.22**
[0.105]
-2.54
[9.143]
-3.06
[11.842]
-0.13
[0.280]
-0.03
[0.095]
0.06
[0.060]
26.92**
[10.987]

93
0.22

93
0.23

Time Trend
Constant
Observations
R-squared

Note: Cell entries are ordinary least squares coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Results
Table 1 presents results from our ECM models of presidential approval. We
present two specifications, one without the time trend and on that includes it. Table 1
provides information on the instantaneous and lagged effects of our explanatory
variables, but these variables potentially exert effects across several future time periods.
To convey these long-run effects, Figure 6 shows how a one standard deviation increase
in each of our main explanatory variables impacts Presidential approval over the
subsequent 20 months.
Consistent with our expectations, the results show that presidential approval
declines when citizens pay higher black market prices for dollars. While the coefficient
for the first differenced black market premium is not statistically significant, the
coefficient for its lagged level is negative and statistically significant in both models. In
the ECM setup, this means that the black market premium does not have an instantaneous
impact on presidential approval, but one that unfolds with a lag. In our preferred
specification (model 2), a one standard deviation increase in the black market premium
(27 percent) is associated with a 3 percentage-point decrease in approval the subsequent
month.
The results also suggest that the black market premium shapes presidential
approval beyond this initial shock. The statistically significant coefficient on lagged
approval, known as the error correction rate, indicates that the effect of black market
premium does not vanish immediately but decays slowly at a pace dictated by this rate.
We can use the error correction rate and the coefficients on the black market premium to
estimate the long run multiplier effect of a one standard deviation increase of the black
23

market premium on approval. Figure 6 shows that higher black market premiums have
meaningful effects on approval that persist for several months. We estimate that a one
standard deviation increase in the black market premium has a long-run multiplier effect
of 13, meaning that this is the total decrease in approval, relative to equilibrium, over all
subsequent periods.
Figure 6: Long-run Effects of Black Market Premiums and Currency Controls on
Presidential Popularity

Note: The figure illustrates the long-run effect of one standard deviation increase in black market premiums
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government’s aggregate popularity both directly, due to the unpopularity of these
restrictions, and indirectly, by leading to the growth of a foreign-currency black market
that was itself viewed in a negative light.
The official exchange rate also affects presidential approval: as the dollar
becomes more expensive, presidents become less popular. This result provides some
evidence in support of the view that the median voter prefers an appreciated exchange
rate (Schamis and Way 2003; Steinberg and Malhotra 2014), and is consistent with the
finding that governments seek to avoid devaluing their (official) exchange rates prior to
elections (Frieden 2015, 216-218; Leblang 2003). Figure 6 shows that the official
exchange rate has a similar effect to the black market premium.
The other covariates in the model, growth and inflation, have surprisingly weak
relationships with Presidential approval. One possible explanation is that voter
evaluations are less sensitive to month-to-month variations to growth and inflation than
they are to annual changes in these variables.29 The null findings on these variables may
also reflect the fact that we are focusing on a relatively short period of time in which
there was limited variation in the inflation and growth. However, currency-market
regulations and the black market price of dollars are two factors that did vary
substantially over time within the Presidency of Fernández de Kirchner, and the evidence
presented in this section suggests that these factors influenced the government’s
popularity.

29

We find some evidence consistent with this view. If we run a simple regression of approval on growth
and inflation, using monthly data (N = 142) for the longest possible period (2004-2015), the model yields
an R-squared statistic of 0.09. However, if we run the same model on an annual dataset, constructed by
averaging all variables across the twelve months of the year, the R-squared is 0.50 (N = 11).
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V. The Individual Effect of Black Markets: Evidence from a Survey Experiment
We have shown that Argentine presidents lose popularity when people pay higher
premiums for buying dollars in the black market, especially if the government adopts
policies that promote the consolidation of this market. This macro-level relationship
provides suggestive evidence that individuals who save in dollars turn against
governments who force them to pay a black market premium. But this pocketbook effect
can only be directly evaluated with individual-level data. We turn to an original,
nationally representative, survey of 4,300 Argentine citizens in order to examine whether
citizens who buy dollars in the black market have different attitudes towards the
government and capital control policies.30
One challenge we face is that purchasing dollars in the black market was illegal,
thus potentially discouraging respondents from providing truthful answers. To mitigate
this problem, we embedded a list experiment in our survey. List experiments are an
indirect questioning technique aimed at eliciting truthful answers to sensitive questions.
Scholars have used it to measure undesirable attitudes such as racial prejudice (Kuklinski,
Cobb and Gilens 1997), as well as illegal behaviors like vote buying (e.g. GonzalezOcantos et al 2010; Oliveros 2016) and bribery (Malesky et al. 2015).
In our list experiment, respondents were presented with a script listing a series of
ways in which citizens can relate with foreign countries. They were then asked to state
how many of those activities they had engaged in during the prior five years (which
corresponds to the period with a large black market). Respondents were randomly
assigned to a treatment or control group. The only difference between these groups was

30

See Appendix D for sampling and fieldwork details.
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the inclusion of buying dollars in the black market as one of the activities in the treatment
group. The script read as follows (treatment-specific contents in bold):
I am going to read you a list of [four / five] ways in which Argentines regularly relate with the
rest of the world. After reading them, I want you to tell me how many of these activities you
have undertaken during the last five years. Please do not tell me which ones you have
undertaken, but only how many.
o

Communicate with someone in another country via telephone or email.

o

Travel abroad.

o

Purchase goods that were originally produced abroad.

o Buy dollars in the parallel market
o Invest in a foreign stock market.
The intuition behind the list experiment is that individuals are more likely to
honestly provide a count of the number of activities that include a sensitive behavior (e.g.
buying dollars in the black market) than to directly confess to engaging in such behavior.
Therefore, random assignment implies that any difference in the average number of
activities between groups can be attributed to this sensitive item. Under certain
assumptions, comparing the mean responses between the treatment and control groups
provides an unbiased estimate of the frequency of the sensitive behavior. In Appendix D,
we present robustness tests suggesting that our list experimental estimates are not biased
by common threats to inference in the analysis of list experiments: design effects, floor
effects, and ceiling effects.

What proportion of the population bought dollars in the black market?
Table 2 presents the frequency of answers, disaggregated by treatment group. The modal
response is zero activities. In both groups 35 percent of participants declare not having
engaged in any form of relationship with the rest of the world. The second most prevalent
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response was one activity, followed by two activities. Less than twenty percent of the
sample indicated being engaged in three or more activities.
Table 2. List Experiment. Frequency table of respondent types.
Number of
activities
0
1
2
3
4
5
Mean
Total

Control
705
583
396
243
97
1.23
2276

35%
29
20
12
5

Treatment
721
562
381
232
120
47
1.33
2237

35%
27
18
11
6
2

What share of the sample bought dollars in the black market? To answer this
question, we calculate the difference in the mean number of activities in the treatment
group (1.33) and control group (1.23). This difference of 0.1 suggests that roughly 10
percent of the sample bought dollars in the black market. While it is difficult to validate
this estimate due to a lack of publicly available information, Appendix E conducts a
validation exercise that suggests that our estimate is plausible. The validity tests draw on
six surveys conducted by the firm Poliarquía during 2011-2013. The Poliarquía surveys
estimate the demand for black market dollars by combining direct questioning techniques
with an indirect technique that offered respondents the possibility of declaring a failed
attempt at buying dollars. Using this alternative approach, we estimate that between 7 and
9 percent of the sample tried to buy dollars in this period—a figure that is strikingly
similar to the one obtained through our list experiment.
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Who buys dollars in the black market?
To understand how buying dollars in the black markets affects political attitudes and
behavior we rely on the methodology developed by Imai, Greene, and Park (2014) (See
also Imai 2011; Blair and Imai 2012).31 We proceed in two steps. First, using a full
maximum likelihood estimator we examine the individual characteristics that make
individuals more likely to buy dollars in the black market. Second, we assign a predicted
probability of buying dollars in the black market to each respondent and use this as an
explanatory variable in models of vote choice, incumbent approval, and knowledge about
currency controls.
To separate the impact of buying dollars from other factors that can influence vote
choice, we draw on research on electoral behavior and political economy in Argentina.
Class is strong predictor of support for Peronism, the incumbent party responsible for
imposing the capital controls known as ‘cepo’ (Calvo and Murillo 2004; Lupu and Stokes
2009).32 We employ a self-reported ten-point scale of social class to build three binary
indicators of lower, middle, and upper class. We also control for partisanship more
directly through binary indicators of identification with Peronism or Cambiemos (Canton
and Jorrat 2002; Tagina 2012a).33 As another political covariate we include ideology,
measured through an ordinal ten-point scale ranging from extreme left to extreme right.
To capture access to the black market, we include a binary indicator of residence in the
metropolitan area of Buenos Aires (AMBA), the area that concentrates financial activity
31

Using an expectation maximization algorithm, this method mixes a count function for predicting the
number of affirmative responses to the control items with a binary logistic function for the sensitive item.
The predicted probabilities of engaging in the sensitive item are then used as right hand-side variables to
explain other outcomes of interest, in a linear or logistic model.
32
Class might also tap connection with the financial sector.
33
We classify as Peronist those respondents who identify with Peronism or Front for Victory (FPV). We
classify as Cambiemos identifiers those who identify with Civic Radical Union (UCR) or Republican
Proposal (PRO).
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in Argentina and where the black market flourished. As is standard in studies of
comparative and Argentine electoral behavior, we also control for demographics.
Education is measured through binary indicator of having a tertiary or college degree. We
also include a binary measure of sex and a three-point scale of age groups (Tagina
2012b).
Table 3 displays the main results of maximum likelihood estimation predicting
individual propensity to purchase dollars in the black market. Two variables increase
participation in the black market: having a college degree and residing in the
metropolitan area of Buenos Aires. While middle class membership has a strong and
positive effect it does not reach statistical significance. Neither partisanship nor upper
class membership are associated with purchasing dollars in the black market.
To illustrate the substantive magnitude of the relationships, Figure 7 plots the
predicted probability of buying dollars in the black market as a function of education,
class, and region—the three variables that appear most important in Table 3. As
suggested in Table 3, the propensity to buy dollars in the black market is consistently
higher in the AMBA region than in the rest of the country. While having a college degree
is associated with more black market purchases across classes and regions, it is
particularly influential amongst middle classes. The plot also underscores that black
market is not solely the province of upper class individuals, and middle class people are
equally likely to use it – especially educated ones. The use of the black market appears to
be most prevalent among the educated middle-class living in the capital region, nearly
half of who participated in the illicit currency market, according to our estimates.
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Table 3. Results from joint maximum likelihood model predicting purchasing dollars in
the parallel market.
Sensitive Item
Estimate

Std. error

Intercept

-3.49

0.94

Peronist Party ID

-0.32

0.45

Cambiemos Party ID

0.28

0.43

Ideology

-0.01

0.08

Middle class

0.82

0.57

Upper class

0.48

0.75

Education

0.63

0.23

Female

-0.05

0.33

Age

0.03

0.21

Region
0.64
0.34
Note: Peronist Party ID coded 1 for respondents who
identify with Peronism or FPV, and zero otherwise.
Cambiemos party ID coded 1 for respondents who
identify with PRO or UCR, and zero otherwise. Ideology
is a 1-10 scale from left to right. Class are binary
variables based on a 1-10 scale in which respondents
where asked to place themselves from the lowest social
class to the highest. Lower class is the reference category,
covering steps 1-3. Middle class covers steps 4-7 in the
ladder, upper class, 8-10. Education is binary: coded 1 for
individuals with tertiary or more, and 0 otherwise. Age is
a three category ordinal variable: 1 corresponds to 16-30,
2 to 30-50, and 3 50 or more.

Figure 7. Predicted probability of purchasing dollars in the black market.
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Does buying parallel dollars affect political attitudes?
We now analyze how individual participation in the black market affects political
attitudes. Employing the methodology developed by Imai, Greene, and Park (2014), we
use the individual predicted probabilities of buying dollars in the black market as a
explanatory variables in multivariate regression analyses.
We first examine whether black market participation shapes vote choice and
presidential approval. We measure vote choice through a binary indicator of voting for
Daniel Scioli in the 2016 presidential elections. As explained before, Scioli was the
appointed successor of President Cristina Fernández, and promised continuity in most
economic policies of the government. By contrast, Mauricio Macri, the main challenger
and eventual victor, promised and eventually removed the dual exchange rates that made
the parallel market flourish. While our survey was conducted after the election, we
included a retrospective vote question. Since the parallel exchange rate was removed
almost immediately after the election, we can be confident that dollar purchases occurred
prior to the election, and thus that our explanatory variable is temporally prior to our
outcome variable. For presidential approval we consider performance evaluations of
president Macri.34 Our theory of pocketbook evaluations would expect voters that
purchased dollars on the illicit currency market to express higher approval of Macri since
he removed the regulations that were responsible for the black market.

34

As an alternative outcome, we could have also considered evaluations of Cristina Fernández. This is,
after all, the focus of our analysis on presidential popularity section. But this variable would have been
contaminated by the fact that people’s evaluations continue to change after administrations are over. In this
particular case, corruption scandals that surfaced after the election could have influences these judgments.
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Figure 8. The effect of buying dollars on vote choice and presidential approval
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Figure 8 shows the main results. The first panel depicts the probability of voting
for Scioli in the overall sample, as well as disaggregated by whether respondents
purchased dollars in the parallel markets. To model how buying dollars affects vote
choice, we use a logistic regression. Consistent with our expectations, the probability of
voting for Scioli is considerably smaller amongst those respondents who did purchase
dollars, even after controlling for factors that could explain both this activity and vote
choice, such as education, class, partisanship, and demographics. Respondents who
bought dollars in the parallel market were 10% less likely to support the incumbent
party’s candidate, a difference that is statistically significant. This effect is also
substantively large from a political standpoint; it is four times as large as the difference in
vote share between the main candidates in the presidential election. The second panel
shows how buying dollars in the black market affects approval for Macri, in this case
using a linear regression. We find a positive and borderline significant effect of buying
dollars in the black market on approval of president Macri.
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Our final hypothesis maintains that black market participation also influences
people’s attitudes towards the policies that promote black markets in the first place. Black
market participants should disapprove of these policies and also be well informed about
them. We test these claims by assessing the relationship between black market
participation and three questions about the currency regulation policies. The first
question gauges support for Macri’s policy decision to remove the currency controls. The
remaining two questions tap knowledge about which president adopted the controls and
which president removed the controls. These fact-based questions provide an indication
of the ability to attribute responsibility for the black market. The results, presented in
Figure 9, show that black market participants are more supportive of the decision to
eliminate currency controls. They are also more likely to identify which President
introduced and removed the currency controls. The vast majority of respondents knew
who adopted and removed the “cepo,” but black-market participants were more likely to
correctly attribute responsibility for these regulations.

Figure 9. The effect of buying dollars on policy preferences and knowledge
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Alternative explanations
Taken together, this evidence suggests that participating in the black market has a
direct effect on people’ attitudes. But our empirical strategy, which relies on
observational data from a list experiment, is potentially subject to two sources of bias.
The first is selection bias. Because individuals are not randomly assigned to black
market purchases, we cannot rule out the possibility that unobserved individual
characteristics that make people more likely to participate in the black market also make
them less supportive of governments that promote black markets. While we have tried to
minimize this confounding by including individual controls in the analysis, we might
have omitted some relevant variables. To further probe the robustness of our results, we
conduct a series of placebo tests. If purchasing dollars on the black market really drives
vote choice and knowledge about foreign-exchange controls, black-market participants
should not have more knowledge of other policy realms that are unrelated to the black
market. Consistent with this expectation, Appendix D shows that individuals who
purchased dollars in the black market report similar levels of knowledge about about
conditional cash transfers, the nationalization of the national oil company, and the
legalization of same-sex marriage. These results lend more credibility to our
interpretation that black market purchases themselves have a direct effect on political
attitudes.
A second possible concern is that our results could be biased because we relied on
a list experiment. We validate our analysis by reanalyzing both the determinants and
consequences of black-market participation using the aforementioned six surveys
conducted by the firm Poliarquía. As mentioned before, these surveys allow us to
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estimate the demand for black market dollars, which we can use as a proxy for the
effective purchase of these dollars. Using this approach, we find two patterns that are
strikingly consistent with our evidence.35 First, we find that the group that exhibits the
highest demand for black market dollars are highly educated urban respondents. Second,
we find that individuals who demand dollars were far less supportive of the government
of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner.
In addition to validating our list experimental findings, the Poliarquía data are
also useful for testing one additional implication of our argument: that buying dollars on
the black market has a stronger impact on political attitudes when the black market
premium is large. The Poliarquía surveys are uniquely suited for testing this hypothesis
because they were conducted over a multi-year time span during which there was
substantial variation in the size of the black market premium. Results, presented in
Appendix E, find evidence consistent with this expectation.

VI. Conclusions
High inflation led many Argentines to exchange their pesos for dollars after 2007. Then,
when the government of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner implemented increasingly strict
regulations on dollar purchases after October 2011, Argentines turned towards the illicit
currency market—where dollars cost as much as twice the official price—to satisfy their
demand for dollars. This paper demonstrates that the pocketbook effects of foreign
exchange regulations and the subsequent growth of the foreign-currency black market
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See Appendix E for full results. As noted before, the proportion that demands black market dollars is
very similar to the proportion of black market participants estimated in our list experiment.
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influenced the popularity of Fernández de Kirchner and, ultimately, her party’s survival
in office.
Time-series evidence indicates that increases in the size of the black-market
exchange rate premium was associated with declines in aggregate Presidential approval.
Evidence from a list experiment showed that people that purchased dollars on the black
market were less likely to vote for the incumbent party in the 2015 Presidential election.
Individuals that used the black market also had more positive opinions about the Macri
governments’ decision to lift the foreign-exchange controls that were responsible for the
emergence of the black market. Black-market participants were also more likely to be
aware about who implemented and eliminated these regulations.
The pocketbook effects of the Argentine black market offers broader lessons
about the political economy of populism. Scholars consider economic populism
unsustainable because it hampers competitiveness of export-oriented industries, which
creates balance-of-payments problems and ultimately economic crises (e.g. Dornbusch
and Edwards 1991). Our research suggests that macroeconomic populism also drives the
middle classes into the foreign-currency black market, which alienates a pivotal political
constituency in democratic elections. By highlighting the political implications of black
markets, our research also shows how currency policies can be electorally consequential
in emerging-market economies.
Are these lessons applicable beyond the Argentine case? While we expect
foreign-currency black markets to exert similar effects on mass political attitudes in many
countries where such markets exist, this is only likely to occur in contexts where black
markets are electorally salient. In this sense, the strength of democracy is an important
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scope condition. In electoral autocracies like Venezuela, where the weak enforcement of
the rule of law and electoral fraud makes incumbents politically secure, middle class
economic disenchantment is unlikely to affect elections. We also expect black market
premiums and regulations to be less electorally consequential in countries where saving
in foreign currency is reserved to the upper classes. These individuals are not only less
sensitive to the value of their cash savings, but are also numerically weaker to influence
the outcome of democratic elections less politically.
With this in mind, there are good reasons to believe that our findings may travel
to middle- and upper-middle income economies that have at least a minimal level of
political competition and freedoms. The challenges involved in examining illicit financial
activities make it impractical to study more than this single case in depth. However,
illustrative evidence from several Latin American countries in the 1980s—a period in
which foreign-currency black markets were common throughout the region—is
consistent with our findings from the case of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner in
Argentina. The appendix reports data from four Presidential administrations that adopted
heterodox policies: Alfonsín in Argentina, Sarney in Brazil, Hurtado in Ecuador, and
García in Peru.36 In all four cases, Presidential approval has a negative and statistically
significant correlation with the black market premium. This is far from definitive
evidence of a causal link in these cases, but suggests that the relationships we uncovered
in our single case study are consistent with patterns found in other time periods and
countries.

36

These are the only countries for which Carlin et al. (2016) had data on executive approval in this period.
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